Legal Protection for the Cross-Border Climate-Induced Population Movement in South Asia: Exploring a Durable Solution
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ABSTRACT

It is undeniable that South Asian cross-border climate-induced population movement is a reality, and State actors cannot deny, avoid, or sidestep this dire crisis. If the habitual home becomes uninhabitable and the right to life comes under existential threat with no alternative quality options, people are obliged to move to save their lives. Therefore, this Article suggests adopting a nonbinding legal framework in South Asia with consideration of all barriers and challenges, along with the note that at an international level less hope is left to adopt a protection mechanism for cross-border climate-induced population movement. Although the adoption of a nonbinding legal framework with temporary protection status might not be as strong as a strict legally binding permanent protection measure, it can be a pragmatic opening step toward eliminating the normative gap for cross-border climate-induced population movement in South Asia. However, larger participation and consensus of South Asian States to act under the legal framework to protect cross-border climate-induced population movement entirely depends on how well the framework will be articulated realistically. This could be achieved with a fine balance between adequacy and degree of human rights–based protection measures; integration of security-based approaches within the rights-based approach; incorporation of flexible and large incentives for host states; distribution of balanced and feasible obligations among the host states, states of origin, and developed countries to find a durable solution; integration of support and cooperation from an external source and international community; determination of boundaries of acceptable conduct; and limiting discretion and flexibility. The South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation (SAARC) can take the lead to implement the framework, along with the support of other international and intergovernmental institutions. While establishing the protection framework, it is fundamental to bear in mind that cross-border climate-induced population movement is not a mechanism for adjustment but the last resort of survival that needs to be governed intensely with the tools of human rights, equity, justice, and fairness.
The urgency to protect cross-border climate-induced population movement is fierce, and we must now agree to act with collective efforts, spirit, and integrity.

INTRODUCTION

As per the report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), by 2099 the average global temperature will rise between 1.8°C and 4°C. With high confidence, IPCC’s recent report reveals a more dreadful scenario. The report projected that between 2030 and 2052, global temperature is very likely to rise by 1.5°C. Sea level rise will be 0.1 meters less at a temperature increase of 1.5°C compared to 2°C (8–13 cm by 2030 and 17–29 cm by 2050). Sea level rise will cause loss of life, biodiversity, ecosystem, land, and massive displacement of the human population. It is also anticipated that by 2050 an estimated one billion humans will be displaced or migrated due to the adversarial impact of climate change. This figure is quite daunting. Moreover, according to the IPCC’s fifth assessment report, the massive climate displacement and migration will take place in tropical areas. Tropical areas are already experiencing the phenomena, and in South Asia the scenario is acute. In 2018, due to
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the adverse impact of climate change across South Asia, 3.3 million people were displaced internally and across borders. From this region, it is estimated that, by 2100, about 13 to 40 million people will be displaced due to climate change.

In South Asia, along with other socioeconomic problems, cross-border displacement and migration resulting from climate shifts cause multifaceted challenges linked with environmental, human rights, humanitarian, and security issues. It also gives rise to the risk of violent conflict within the region and ultimately places the cross-border displaced population in a marginalized and vulnerable condition. Considering these contexts, this Article aims to explore existing legal protection mechanisms for cross-border climate-induced displacement and migration in South Asia.

Under this topic, the key question that this Article intends to explore is how existing South Asian legal frameworks of climate change, human rights, and humanitarian law address issues related to cross-border climate-induced population movement. Analyzing this question might help us to understand how state actors in South Asia can better address human rights and regional peace and security issues related to climate-induced migration. This analysis can eventually suggest which potential regional legal framework would be effective to protect cross-border climate-induced migration.

To explore and examine the existing legal mechanism for the protection of cross-border CID/M (climate-induced displacement and migration), this Article relies primarily on a desk review of existing laws, policies, and strategic documents, complemented by experts and stakeholder interviews. Subsequently, the findings are qualitatively analyzed throughout this Article. The discussion in this Article is divided into four parts. Part I briefly dwells on the dilemma of labeling climate-induced movement. Part II analyzes human rights, regional peace, and the national and regional security context of South Asia related to cross-border climate-induced movement. Part III assesses the
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present legal framework at the global, regional, and national levels for the protection of cross-border climate-induced population movement. It showcases the prevailing legal vacuum and the barriers to developing a protection mechanism for the climate-induced population movement. Part IV highlights the key issues to consider for framing a potential regional protection framework for cross-border climate-induced population movement in South Asia.

I

THE DILEMMA IN LABELING AND DEFINING CLIMATE-INDUCED POPULACE MOVEMENT

Those who are affected by climate-induced populace movement are often termed climate refugees, climate migrants, a climate-displaced population, environmental migrants, environmental refugees, or an environmentally displaced population. Choosing suitable terminology seems profoundly challenging here, as scholars have little to no agreement on choosing specific terminology for climate-induced populace movement. Such disagreement eventually requires defining the scope of climate-induced populace movement and results in a vague, complex, and open-ended definition. For example, in 2007, the International Organization for Migration stated that climate-induced populace movement coexists with environmental migration and termed such movement as environmental migration and suggested a definition for it. However, like the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, many other organizations and scholars criticized the definition for being too broad to be useful, especially in the legal context. Essam El-Hinnawi termed someone affected by climate-induced populace movement as an environmental refugee. El-Hinnawi’s definition was also not well accepted for being too broad and inconsistent with the refugee definition given by the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees 1951. Similar efforts were also
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made by many other scholars. However, specific and agreed-upon terminology for the climate-induced populace movement has yet to develop.

However, the Cancun Agreement and the Paris Agreement termed climate-induced populace movement as *climate-induced displacement* and *migration.* As per the direction of the Paris Agreement and paragraph forty-nine of the *Decision 1/CP.21,* in 2018, under the *Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage*, the Task Force on Displacement (TFD) was established. The task of TFD is to formulate a recommendation to “avert, minimize and address displacement related to the adverse impacts of climate change.” TFD addressed climate-induced populace movement as climate-induced “displacement” and “migration.” Therefore, it can be contended that the climate change governing regime prefers to term climate-induced populace movement as *climate-induced displacement and migration* (CID/M) instead of using widely used terms like *climate refugee* or *environmental migrant*.

However, none of the aforementioned international instruments define the terminology of CID/M or explicitly spell out who or what type of movement should be included or excluded in this category. Definitional shortcomings, categorical complexity, and conceptual
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disagreements\textsuperscript{28} are still present. But it is also undeniable that negotiation attempts for a specific legally binding definition would be a complex and lengthy process.\textsuperscript{29} Since there is a lack of attribution (direct and clear linkage) among climate change, adverse weather events, and population movement,\textsuperscript{30} it is difficult, yet not impossible, to categorize population displacement or migration particularly for climate change. Moreover, climate change stressors are often pooled with factors like social, economic, or political pressure, as well as internal conflicts and other environmental impacts.

However, articulating a clear and specific definition appears to be a much-required and needed starting point to secure effective legal protection for the climate-induced populace movement. A clear legal definition is required, not only to map who falls within the category of CID/M but also to articulate their rights and to formulate appropriate policy responses to tackle the issue.\textsuperscript{31} In defining and categorizing CID/M, the key elements required to be taken into consideration are as follows:

1. CID/M should be considered as a separate and distinct category of movement where displacement and migration are primarily triggered by the adversarial impact of climate change such as salinity intrusion, sea level rise, flooding, intensified cyclone, and prolonged drought. The reason behind such separate categorization is that—if population movement takes place as a result of the adversarial impact of climate change—the international community is required to take responsibility for it because climate change and its adverse impacts are a result of high-level greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from developed countries.\textsuperscript{32} Conversely, population movement due to environmental factors might occur by breaching substantive international state obligation or by evading state responsibility.\textsuperscript{33} Therefore, considering different consequences and responsibilities of developed countries, CID/M should not be kept within the category of environmental displacement or migration and must be identified separately.

\textsuperscript{28} Gibb & Ford, \textit{supra} note 18, at 7.
\textsuperscript{29} MCADAM, \textit{supra} note 21, at 135–37.
\textsuperscript{30} See Gibb & Ford, \textit{supra} note 18, at 7.
\textsuperscript{31} MCADAM, \textit{supra} note 21, at 56.
\textsuperscript{32} Benoit Mayer, \textit{Governing International Climate Change-Induced Migration in Southeast Asia, CLIMATE CHANGE, MIGRATION AND HUMAN SECURITY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA} 28, 43 (Lorraine Elliott ed., 2011) [hereinafter Mayer, \textit{Governing}].
2. CID/M can be caused by slow-onset events. For example, sea level rise, salinization, increased temperature, forest or land degradation, and biodiversity loss result in gradual population displacement or habitant migration.\textsuperscript{34} Also sudden-onset events, like cyclone Aila that hit the coastal part of Bangladesh in 2007, can result in a large number of population displacement.\textsuperscript{35} In sudden-onset events, populations may suddenly realize that their place of living is no longer habitable due to that sudden-onset climatic event. Here, though both are climate movements, the types of movements are separate from each other. Therefore, while categorizing CID/M, both types of events must be taken into consideration as they are all adverse impacts of climate change.\textsuperscript{36}

3. CID/M can be forced (mostly due to sudden-onset climatic events), planned, or voluntary (mostly due to slow-onset climatic events), and the line between forced and voluntary movement is very thin.\textsuperscript{37} Movement can also be internal or cross-border. Therefore, at the time of categorizing CID/M, the primary focus should not only be whether it was forced, planned, or voluntary or whether the movement was internal or cross-border. Rather, the emphasis should be given on the severity of the adverse impact of climate change that deteriorates the environment at a level that either makes the place uninhabitable or where people’s right to life is an existential threat.\textsuperscript{38} Consequently, to be considered as CID/M, forced displacement or voluntary migration has to take place due to the climate change stressors that make an individual’s place of living uninhabitable or where the right to life is threatened, or both.

4. Often scholars define displacement as internal forced movement and migration as internal or cross-border movement, which is in nature, more planned and voluntary.\textsuperscript{39} The definition given by the \textit{Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement, 1998} on internally displaced persons also includes displacement where nature of movement was involuntary, forced, and coercive.\textsuperscript{40} However, if

\textsuperscript{34} \textit{INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE, SPECIAL REPORT ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND LAND} 28 (2019), https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2019/08/4.-SPM_Approved_Microsite_FINAL.pdf (last visited Nov. 20, 2020).
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\textsuperscript{39} \textit{STELLINA JOLLY & NAFEES AHMAD, CLIMATE REFUGEES IN SOUTH ASIA: PROTECTION UNDER INTERNATIONAL LEGAL STANDARDS AND STATE PRACTICES IN SOUTH ASIA} 41–42 (Leïla Choukroune ed., 2019).
we refer to the term displacement to indicate internal displacement only, it might not be consistent with the term internally displaced persons. To indicate internally or movement within the territory, the guideline uses the term internally displaced persons. If the word displaced standing alone includes movement within the territory, the 1998 guideline would not use the additional adjective internally to indicate internally displaced persons. To indicate internally or within the territory movement the guideline uses the term internally displaced persons. If the word displaced standing alone includes within the territory movement, the 1998 guideline would not use the additional adjective internally to indicate internally displaced persons. Therefore, it can be contended that when the term displacement is used as a stand-alone term, it refers to the internal or cross-border where movement is involuntary in nature.

5. For human movement to be considered as CID/M, the individual must prove—especially in cross-border movement—that there are no other accessible, quality options and the individual must be obliged to move to save his/her individual life. It is worth noting that CID/M can be temporary or permanent. For permanent displacement or migration, people must also prove there is little possibility that the deteriorating environmental condition of their habitual home can be restored to its previous condition—for example, sea level rise, acute salinization, or drought have made basic needs such as water unavailable.

6. Therefore, considering the above factors, this Article will indicate only those individuals whose root cause of displacement or migration is primarily triggered by the adverse impact of climate change that makes his/her habitual home uninhabitable or where the right to life is an existential threat and such a situation left the individual in a situation where the person does not have alternative quality or viable options to save his/her life except to move.

42 See id.
II

CLIMATE-INDUCED MIGRATION AND DISPLACEMENT IN SOUTH ASIA: A CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

Globally, South Asia is measured as one of the most vulnerable, disaster-prone climate hot spot regions due to its geographical setting, hydrogeological factors, low altitude, extreme climatic inconsistency, overpopulation, and socioeconomic factors. IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report showcases many observed changes in the climatic system of South Asia. The subcontinent is experiencing a change in sea level rise because of the glaciers melting in the Himalayan range. Many low-lying coastal areas of South Asian states, specifically Bangladesh, Maldives, India, and Sri Lanka, are losing lands from permanent inundation. South Asian countries are also increasingly exposed to other slow- and rapid-onset disasters, which are leading to massive population displacement. For example, in 2009 tropical Cyclone Aila hit Bangladesh and India. About 2.3 million people from India and 850,000 people from Bangladesh were displaced by this tropical cyclone. In 2015, an estimated 7.9 million people were displaced from South Asia, and in 2016 the estimated displacement was 3.6 million people. However, cross-border CID/M in South Asia is less than the internal CID/M, though the amount of cross-border CID/M is not insignificant. An estimated 3,230,025 CID/M migrants from Bangladesh and 810,172 CID/M migrants from Nepal are currently
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staying in India.\textsuperscript{55} Pakistan is currently hosting 2,326,275 CID/M migrants from Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{56}

It is undeniable that cross-border movement makes an individual more vulnerable than internal movement because internal CID/M is monitored and regulated by a state according to its national laws and policies. Whereas in cross-border CID/M, once someone crosses the border, they get excluded from their state’s jurisdiction and\textsuperscript{57} seek protection from other countries. Fleeing or leaving the country of origin makes an individual extremely vulnerable to persistent basic human rights violations, exploitation, violence, and discrimination. Cross-border CID/M is also a potential threat for regional security and peace,\textsuperscript{58} which will be discussed in detail in the latter part of the Article. Considering the view above, this Article aims to examine cross-border CID/M in South Asia from the context of human rights violations and regional peace and security to explore why an effective protection mechanism for cross-border CID/M is needed.

\section*{A. Context from Human Rights Violation}

In South Asia, the fundamental migration corridors are between Nepal and India; India and Pakistan; Afghanistan and Pakistan; and Bangladesh and India.\textsuperscript{59} Multiple case studies on CID/M from different parts of South Asia reveal massive human rights violations.\textsuperscript{60} In cross-border CID/M, human rights violations mostly happen before crossing the border of the state of origin, during journey/transit, and after
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reaching the destination. Often, factors that result in displacement/migration are the same as those that result in human rights violations. For example, due to the adverse impact of climate change, an individual can lose their habitual residence and eventually become trapped in an inhumane situation where their right to life; access to basic needs such as food, health care, and cultural identity; territorial integrity; or livelihood are violated or threatened.

While in transit, displaced or migrating individuals often live in perilous conditions that risk a range of human rights violations. For example, climate vulnerability is very high in the coastal region of Bangladesh, where displacement or migration is a very common phenomenon. Seeking better living conditions, vulnerable populations are often forced to or voluntarily choose cross-border movement and become victims of human traffickers. Such attempts for illegal cross-border movement often result in debt; inhuman, degrading treatment and captivity by traffickers; arrest and detention by the coastal or destination states; and high death rates due to risky migration routes. In May 2019, thirty-seven Bangladeshi illegal migrants drowned off the Tunisian coast. In transit, migrant women and children remain at high risk of health hazards, sexual abuse, violence, exploitation, and trafficking, resulting in gross human rights violations.

Human rights violations also remain high when migrant or displaced persons reach their destination country due to forceful pushbacks, deterrent migration laws, restrictions and banning at the border,
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dangerous interceptions, and administrative sentences. State practices like these do not conform to the standards and principles set by human rights law. Moreover, these practices make it difficult to cross the borders safely and result in torture, death, and human rights abuses. For example, to stop illegal migration in India, the Indian Border Security Force often uses firearms on the India-Bangladesh border even if the illegal migrant is unarmed. In the last ten years, the Indian Border Security Force killed 294 Bangladeshi people on the India-Bangladesh border, which is alarming. Even after crossing the border, the displaced person often remains in a precarious situation (especially women, children, persons with disabilities, people in minority status). It happens due to the deprivation, discrimination, and limited or no access to some basic human rights in general, such as lack of access to basic health care, education, the labor market, legal protection, judicial and redress mechanisms, and cultural rights. The barrier to enjoying all these rights ultimately keeps the CID/M migrants at a greater risk of extortion, exploitation, trafficking, abuse (especially gender-based and sexual abuse), discrimination, violence, forced deportation, and unlawful detention. For example, in 2009 when Bhola island was submerged due to the cyclone Aila, many displaced populations crossed the border and moved to India. These displaced populations have no legal protection in India and survive under the constant fear of deportation to their homeland, which is uninhabitable.
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B. Context from Regional Peace and Security

Territorial borders are considered delicate issues as they are often linked to the independence and sovereignty of a state. Because of this, states remain very rigid when it comes to giving access to migrant, displaced populations or refugees. Moreover, cross-border population movement poses a significant threat and tension in national and regional peace and security. Within the South Asia region, due to a high level of climate-induced populace movement, there is rising tension between countries like India and Bangladesh; Nepal and India; Afghanistan and Pakistan; Maldives and Sri Lanka; India and Sri Lanka. The amount of CID/M migrants from Bangladesh and Nepal to India is one of the persistent geopolitical tensions in this region. India, in August 2019, excluded nearly 2 million people from its Assam citizenship list on the grounds of illegal immigration. Many of these declared illegal immigrants from Bangladesh are climate-induced displaced populations who lost their lands due to salinity intrusion, flood, or river erosion and were forced to cross the border. Stripping citizenship from such a large number of people casts clouds on geopolitical relationships and creates the fear of statelessness.

States that host migrants or displaced populations are also facing security problems within the territory with the growing conflict between migrants and citizens. In Assam and West Bengal of India, the biggest issue of conflict is the residence of a large number of Bangladeshi illegal migrants. The situation can be better explained by discussing the Bodo tribe and the Muslim Bengali settlers’ conflict that took place in Assam in 2012. Due to climate stressors in the last few decades, a significant number of populations from coastal areas of Bangladesh migrated to Assam, West Bengal, and Tripura. This high

77 See JOLLY & AHMAD, supra note 39, at 39.
80 Bhattacharyya & Werz, supra note 58, at 4–5.
81 Id. at 29.
flow of population movement has increased intolerance toward Bangladeshi migrants. Moreover, in Assam, Bangladeshi migrants have slowly taken control in forest, farming, and cultivation land traditionally controlled by the Bodo community. Gradually, Bangladeshi migrants have become powerful in local politics and started to get involved with some illegal trades like drug smuggling. Bangladeshi migrants’ growing power and control over the land spread fear and bitterness amongst the Bodo and other tribal communities. Moreover, Bodo tribe leaders asserted that Bangladeshi settlers were using their power to impose the Muslim religion and Bangladeshi culture in the area. All these issues stoked tension in the area and have resulted in several attacks by the locals on Bangladeshi settlers. However, a massive outburst took place in 2012 on the issue of building a mosque. The riot started by the killing of a Bangladeshi migrant named Abdul Quader and lasted one week. Eighty people died (mostly Bengali migrants and some Bodos as well), and many Bangladeshi migrants are still missing. At the time of the riot, Assam people also made a strong demand to deport all Bangladeshi migrants. After the conflict, many Bangladeshi migrants were forced to leave the villages and had to stay in a makeshift relief camp for a long time. According to Rehana Bibi (aged 63, whose son was killed in the riot), “We prefer to stay in these government-aided camps though we don’t
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get enough to eat or space to sleep. But that is better than constantly living with the threat of death.”  

Many local people termed the riot as “killing for homeland.” The Bodo tribe and the Muslim Bangladeshi settlers’ conflict is a good case to prove the interlinkage between climate change, human mobility, and growing tensions and threats to national and regional peace and security. The conflict also showcases noteworthy gaps in the protection mechanism of cross-border CID/M.

III
PROTECTION MECHANISM FOR CID/M: ANALYZING THE EXISTING LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The contextual analysis above makes it evident that an international, regional, and national mechanism is immediately needed to secure the rights of displaced or migrant people. However, besides a lack of a clear definition, there is also no single legal and normative framework that specifically and adequately addresses the protection issue of cross-border CID/M at the international level. For cross-border CID/M, a huge protection gap paves the way to deny or condemn the rights of CID/M migrants by the international communities and national governments. Therefore, this section aims to evaluate existing legal gaps at the international, regional, and national legal frameworks to showcase why and how protection mechanisms for cross-border CID/M remains missing from any protection regimes. Solving this problem may lead us to adopt a new approach or to develop a new mechanism for protecting the rights of CID/M migrants.

A. Legal Gaps in the International Legal Framework

At the global level, the governing regimes that are most relevant for CID/M are climate change, refugee, statelessness, migration, and human rights law. The discussion below evaluates why and how the

94 BODANSKY ET AL., supra note 37, at 318.
95 Id.
protection mechanism for cross-border CID/M remains entirely missing in each regime.

1. International Climate Regulatory Regime: An Inadequate Avenue to Protect CID/M Migrants

In 1990, the report of the IPCC underscored CID/M as an adverse impact of climate change, though the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 1992 (UNFCCC) does not address CID/M. In its text, there is no explicit reference to CID/M. However, Articles 3.2 and 4.8 recognize vulnerable developing country Parties’ specific needs and special circumstances resulting from the adverse impact of climate change. These articles also request that parties give full consideration to taking appropriate action to meet the needs and concerns of developing countries to address the adverse impact of climate change. Through recognizing the vulnerability of developing countries, the UNFCCC recognizes CID/M under a broader context instead of referring specifically to CID/M. The reason behind remaining silent on the issue of CID/M may be that the UNFCCC is more focused on GHG emission reduction and CID/M is primarily viewed as part of adaptation. Looking into climate-induced migration from the perspective of adaptation strategy can be partially rational. But looking at the entire picture of CID/M from an adaptation perspective is an oversimplification which may bypass many fundamental human rights of CID/M, such as the right to cultural practice and the right to maintain a traditional livelihood.

However, the legal protections for CID/M have drawn huge focus at the UNFCCC negotiation table, specifically from the Small Island Developing States (SIDS) and Least Developed Countries (LDCs) Groups. It also draws interest from academics, scientists, NGOs, and their strong advocates, which was later reflected in the Cancun Agreement that was adopted in 2010. The Cancun Agreement contains the first explicit reference of CID/M in the climate-governing regime,
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though unlike the Kyoto Protocol, the Cancun Agreement has no legally binding effect.\textsuperscript{103} The Cancun Agreement acknowledges that at the national, regional, and global levels there is a need to “enhance understanding, coordination, and cooperation concerning” CID/M and require states to undertake “enhance[d] adaptation action.”\textsuperscript{104} However, the provision is not specific enough. The requirement to take enhanced adaptation action is a voluntary obligation that represents a mere political acknowledgment\textsuperscript{105} and failed to produce concrete actions.\textsuperscript{106} Moreover, the provision did not refer to enhanced responsibility for developed countries under the “common but differentiated responsibility” principle, which was advocated by developing countries and strongly denied by the developed countries.\textsuperscript{107} However, the Cancun Agreement formally created space for CID/M at the UNFCCC negotiation table and was discussed in the context of adaptation, loss, and damage.\textsuperscript{108}

During the negotiation on the text of the Paris Agreement, developing countries, academics, and human rights organizations strongly advocated to include reference of CID/M in the Paris Agreement. The reference to CID/M survived until the last final draft text of the Paris Agreement under the loss and damage (Article 8).\textsuperscript{109} However, the reference to CID/M was deleted from the final text due to strong opposition from Australia.\textsuperscript{110} Australia refused to agree on a mutually agreed legal status for CID/M that might create a burden for Australia to receive a high-volume population of migrated or displaced persons from a low-lying country like Tuvalu, Kiribati, or the Solomon Islands.\textsuperscript{111} Currently, the reference to CID/M exists only in the Paris Agreement’s preamble where parties are recommended to “respect, promote, and consider” migrants’ rights while taking action for climate

\textsuperscript{103} \textit{Id.} at 326.


\textsuperscript{105} Nishimura, \textit{supra} note 96, at 116.
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\textsuperscript{108} \textit{Id.} at 326.
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change.\textsuperscript{112} However, Article 8.4 of the Paris Agreement lists factors (like slow-onset events, permanent and irreversible damage) for which people might get displaced or be forced to migrate.\textsuperscript{113} Therefore, it could be argued that Article 8 covers the issue of CID/M. Article 8 requests and recommends that parties cooperate and facilitate enhanced understanding, action, and support to address the listed factors.\textsuperscript{114} Again, in nature, these provisions are all voluntary and have no legal effect. However, it is worth noting that several countries in their nationally determined contributions (NDCs) referred to CID/M in an internal context, not cross-border (Chad, Egypt, Nigeria, Kiribati referred to CID/M in their respective NDCs)\textsuperscript{115}

A TFD is established under the Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage to lay down recommendations for an integrated approach to address CID/M.\textsuperscript{116} In September 2018, TFD finalized and forwarded the recommendations to the Warsaw International Mechanism for Loss and Damage.\textsuperscript{117} Later at COP24, under Decision 10/CP.24, recommendations were adopted.\textsuperscript{118} The key recommendations included in the Annex of Decision 10/CP.24 are listed below:

1. Invites parties to enhance understanding on CID/M at both the internal and cross border levels.\textsuperscript{119}

2. Invites parties to develop relevant laws and policies to address displacement caused by the adverse impacts of climate change, taking into consideration respective human rights of the displaced populations.\textsuperscript{120}

\textsuperscript{112} Decision 1/CP.21, supra note 23, at 2.
\textsuperscript{113} Id. at 12.
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\textsuperscript{115} NDC Registry (Interim), UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE, https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/NDCStaging/Pages/All.aspx [https://perma.cc/RDV4-8KCP] (last visited Feb. 8, 2021).
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3. Encourages parties to integrate into national planning process challenges and opportunities related to climate-induced human mobility.\textsuperscript{121}

4. Invites parties to recognize the need for displaced or migrant persons while they are in the country of origin, or transit or in the destination. It also invites parties to facilitate and secure safe, regular, orderly, and responsible human mobility and migrations.\textsuperscript{122}

5. Invites parties to enhance support on regional, sub-regional, and trans-boundary cooperation to address displacement.\textsuperscript{123}

How effective will recommendations made by TFD will be, and to what extent it will protect the rights of CID/M, is yet to be seen. However, from the above discussion, it is clear that in the climate regulatory regime there is neither a defined legal status of CID/M migrants nor is there any protection mechanism to secure their rights. There is no clarification regarding the rights of CID/M migrants, and no commitments and obligations are given to states to protect CID/M migrants. Such gaps primarily result from the failure to make a strong case for CID/M migrants at the climate negotiations table and the lack of agreement from the developed countries’ party side. It is noteworthy that, as of 2020, progress on the implementation of these recommendations is not yet visible.

2. Refugee Law: Definitional Barrier

International refugee law under the 1951 Geneva Convention extends its safeguards solely to refugees, stateless persons, asylum seekers, and returnees. However, it was a long debate to consider cross-border, climate-induced displacement under the category of refugee to get legal protection under the 1951 Convention. To be considered a refugee, an individual needs to fall under the category set by the 1951 Convention.\textsuperscript{124} Under the 1951 Convention, refugee status is narrowly confined to those individuals who face “well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.”\textsuperscript{125} Under this specific definition of the Convention, climate-induced displaced people do not qualify to be considered refugees.

\textsuperscript{121} Id. at 44.
\textsuperscript{122} Id.
\textsuperscript{123} Framework Convention on Climate Change, supra note 104.
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Under the 1951 Convention, the persecutor must either be a person from the government or a non-state actor over whom the government has no control or is unwilling to control. In climate-induced displacement, the root cause of population movement may be the adverse impact of climate change, and it is difficult to fit the adverse impact of climate change into the mold of the persecutor. Thus, the adverse impacts of climate change (such as rising sea level, loss of land, and cyclones) might be life-threatening but cannot be considered persecution. On the other hand, it is also very unlikely that the government will persecute people who are under the threat of climate change. Again, to prove an act of persecution, it would be hard to prove the causal link between government actions with mens rea and climate-induced displacement for such action. Yet again, to be considered a refugee the reason for persecution must fall under any five grounds mentioned in the definition. However, displacement due to the adverse impact of climate change or the environment is not included as a reason for persecution. Some scholars argue that climate-induced displacement might fall under the category of “membership of a particular social group,” however, according to the Handbook for the 1951 Convention, “particular social group” includes persons of similar background, habits, or social status (such as nationality, race, and religion), and having membership of such a particular social group must be at the root of the fear of persecution. Climate-displaced people can be considered as having a similar background, but fear of persecution for being a climate-induced people is illogical to accept.

Considering all these grounds, in a recent asylum case Ioane Teitiota v. Chief Executive of the Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, a New Zealand court declared that Teitiota’s plea to be considered a climate refugee was novel but not convincing. The court held that
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The Refugee Convention did not apply to Teitiota and is not well suited to protect environmental migrants generally. Relief under the Refugee Convention is limited to states with governments that have caused, either directly or indirectly, the suffering of a group of people on account of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group. Kiribati and other states facing climate change should certainly not aspire to such a draconian option for relief.\textsuperscript{132}

Hence, the judgment made it clear that the definition of refugee given in the 1951 Convention does not cover climate-induced displacement, and with its narrow application, the Convention cannot extend its protection to climate-induced displacement. However, the United Nations Human Rights Committee made an observation on this judgment upon a complaint filed by Ioane Teitiota in January 2020. According to the observation, the judgment did not violate the right to life of Ioane Teitiota. However, the United Nations Human Rights Committee recognized that sudden or slow-onset events could be a threat to the right to life for which a person can seek cross-border protection, and it can link up with the principle of non-refoulement.\textsuperscript{133} This recognition from the United Nations Human Rights Committee is significant for future cases. Nevertheless, if an individual crosses the border due to fear from persecution, and if he also suffers from the adverse impact of climate change, the person can be considered a refugee and receive the protections that this recognition entails.\textsuperscript{134}

The narrow and limited refugee definition given in the 1951 Convention is the key barrier here for excluding climate-induced displacement from legal safeguards under the refugee law. However, some have suggested widening the scope of the definition by amending it to include climate-induced displacement. Even if there is an amendment to the definition, it will not solve the issue, as there is the least possibility that climate change displacement will result due to the persecution of government or non-state actors. And if an attempt is made to change the definition entirely with a wider concept, it would give rise to the risk of degrading existing protection measures for refugees by opening a wide-ended floodgate.
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3. Laws of Statelessness: Incompetent for CID/M

Sea level rise may cause the disappearance of habitable lands or states in which the entire population may get displaced. Scholars have the opinion that international law related to statelessness might extend its protection to this type of CID/M even though there are uncertainties and complexities about the application of the concept.\(^{135}\) The 1954 Convention on Stateless Persons considers an individual as a stateless person when the person is “not considered as a national by any State under the operation of its law.”\(^{136}\) The 1954 Convention protects a stateless person from forceful expulsion, provided that they are lawfully staying inside the receiving country’s territory.\(^{137}\) The Convention is not rights-oriented and in narrow scope recognized the exercise of human rights during a stateless person’s stay in the receiving country. The Convention encourages states (though in very weak language) to reduce the number of stateless persons.\(^{138}\) However, the Convention does not recognize the stateless person’s right to cross or enter into the territory of other states. It mentions only that the receiving state allow reasonable time to a stateless person within which the person can seek “legal admission into another country.”\(^{139}\)

In CID/M, the population usually intends to cross a border when there is a risk of inundation due to sea level rise. Such movement in no way strips their nationality. Therefore, as there are no denials of nationality, it is not possible to consider them stateless per the definition of the 1954 Convention. Even if a state completely disappears due to sea level rise (presuming for small island countries), the question may arise as to whether the law related to stateless persons will be applicable for these permanently displaced people or not. The answer to that question is also debatable, as there is legal uncertainty about whether to consider a disappeared state as an extinct state. To be considered a state under international law, a country must have a government, permanent territory, population, and the capacity to enter into a relationship with other states.\(^{140}\) Disappearance of a state gives
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rise to questions of the existence of these elements. However, international law considers a state extinct only when a state splits, merges, or is voluntarily absorbed by other states.\(^{141}\) Moreover, continuity or extinction of a state also depends on political decisions and assessment of other states.\(^{142}\)

The discussion above made it evident that a population displaced due to the disappearance of a state cannot be de jure considered stateless persons, though de facto they will be stateless for having a formal nationality which is not, in practice, effective. Even if de jure they are considered as stateless, protection under the 1954 Convention will not be very helpful for them because the Convention neither gives the right to enter into a foreign territory nor does it address the issue of permanent settlement. But, under the Convention, CID/M may allow a stateless person to make a claim for naturalization under the notion of reduction of statelessness. The narrow scope of the 1954 Convention leaves limited scope for the wider interpretation to protect CID/M migrants who lost their state due to sea level rise. The protection under the Convention may arise only if a state disappears and is formally declared extinct, making its nationals legally stateless. However, there is no imminent possibility of a state submerging. It is also noteworthy that climate change displacement occurs soon after the land becomes uninhabitable and it will occur before the state disappears. Therefore, effective protection is needed to address the current situation by adopting effective laws.

4. Human Rights Law: Limited Scope for CID/M

The adverse impacts of climate change threaten the enjoyment of fundamental human rights like the right to life, shelter, water, food, and so on. Difficulties in exercising these rights often result in permanent, internal or cross-border, displacement or migration. However, human rights laws remain tremendously silent in the sole context of climate change and cross-border CID/M.\(^{143}\) In the international human rights regime, there is neither any binding agreement that discourses cross-border CID/M nor has any attempt been made for the expansion of the regime to include cross-border CID/M.\(^{144}\) The United Nations’ Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement was adopted in 1998 and
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recognizes human rights violations that resulted from natural disasters and extends protections for the people displaced due to a natural disaster. However, the guidelines do not apply to the displaced or migrant people who crossed the territorial border of a state. To address the protection issue of cross-border CID/M, scholars often refer to the principles of non-refoulement and responsibility to protect, two new emerging principles. Therefore, this section of the Article will explore the efficiency and scope of these principles to extend protection to cross-border CID/M.

The principle of non-refoulement is a well-known customary international law adopted in a good number of international agreements. Though the principle originated from refugee laws, human rights laws extend its scope further. The principle of non-refoulement prohibits states from rejecting, deporting, or returning an alien to the country of origin, or the frontiers of the territory, if there is a substantial risk of deprivation of life, physical integrity, or liberty, or a possibility of being subject to cruel, inhuman treatments or degrading punishments or tortures. Under the principle, prohibited conduct from the state includes “expel[ing],” “return[ing],” “extradit[ing],” and “reject[ing].” The principle applies to any person and is “not limited to those formally recognized as refugees.” Rules related to admission
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and non-refoulement also apply to large-scale “mass influx” situations and grant temporary protection.

To apply this principle to CID/M, individuals need to establish that on return there is a risk of deprivation of the right to life or liberty, or the possibility of torture or cruel, inhuman, degrading punishment or treatment. As the Article discussed above, the adverse impact of climate change imposes a potential threat to absolute rights (i.e., the right to life by affecting other fundamental rights like the right to food, shelter, health). The adverse impact of climate change may also severely degrade living conditions by violating the right to food, water, health, and housing, which can be linked with degradation/inhuman treatment from the wider context. Moreover, the adverse impact of climate change may cause mass displacement, and the application of the non-refoulement principle will be significant here to deal with mass-influx situations. Because even in mass influx, receiving states are required to provide admission and temporary protection to the displaced people until conditions permit for safe return.

However, the difficulties in exercising the right to life and liberty or in becoming the subject of cruel punishment or torture must arise from an act of the state or anyone acting on behalf of the state. And as mentioned in previously, these elements are completely missing in the matter of CID/M. So, the principle of non-refoulement and its application to CID/M is still a gray area, and any claims from CID/M under this principle need to be carefully tailored, developed, and argued with the ambit of states’ obligations of non-refoulement. The international community also needs to consider widening the applicability of the principle so that cross-border CID/M and gross violations of human rights for this cannot remain unaddressed. Though it is worth noting that the principle of non-refoulement grants safety from expulsion with temporary protection, this cannot solve the problem of many CID/M migrants who lost their land permanently and need permanent settlement in a country.
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For the protection of CID/M migrants and to overcome the legal limitations, another avenue that scholars are currently exploring is the principle of responsibility to protect. According to this new emerging principle,

State sovereignty implies responsibility, and the primary responsibility for the protection of its people lies with the state itself. Where a population is suffering serious harm, as a result of internal war, insurgency, repression or state failure, and the state in question is unwilling or unable to halt or avert it, that responsibility to protect must be borne by the broader community of states.

Under this new principle, responsibility to protect specifically includes three responsibilities: “responsibility to prevent, react and rebuild.”

The text made it clear that the principle does not cover the context of climate change nor is it intended to extend protection to CID/M migrants. The scope of the principle primarily covers situations like a crime against humanity, genocide, ethnic cleansing, and war crimes including military intervention. Human rights violations or threats to human security from climate change are not within the ambit of the principle. However, displacement and harm caused by the adverse impact of climate change might be considered “state failure” of prevention, where the state is unable to “halt or avert” the situation.

Though, in the climate change context, “failure of state” to prevent the adverse impact of climate change does not occur from the action or inaction from the concerned state but due to the failure of developed countries to reduce the emission of GHG into the atmosphere. Still, an attempt can be made to link CID/M with the principle of responsibility to protect from a wider perspective. For such an expansion of the application of the principle, more legal analysis and interpretation is needed.

However, through the responsibility to protect principle, establishing the international community’s duty to protect CID/M will
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give rise to other legal questions and challenges: What will a protection obligation entail? Will it entail an obligation to admit cross-border CID/M migrants into the territory permanently, or will it be some temporary assistance? CID/M requires more permanent and long-term solutions, and temporary assistance will not serve much help to the cross-border CID/M migrants. Again, if the obligation entails the responsibility to admit CID/M, it will be contrary to the sovereign rights of a state. The exercise of obligation might be more complicated when cross-border CID/M happens between two developing countries, like Bangladesh and India, where both countries are suffering from similar adverse impacts of climate change and are under the severe threat of loss of lands. Moreover, there is also concern about the proper application of the principle, as the principle has no legally binding effect and application of it might be driven by a state’s political will or discretionary power.  

Under the no harm principle of general international law, the responsibility to protect CID/M migrants can be established to get a durable and permanent solution to the cross-border CID/M. Under this customary rule, the basis of states’ liability to protect CID/M migrants arise from failing to reduce GHG emission in the atmosphere, which causes transboundary environmental harm and results in climate change with its related adverse effects. Breach of no-harm obligation entails liability for the responsible state. However, under the no-harm rule, establishing state liability for the climate change context is an intricate and contentious issue because of causal uncertainty and attribution, due diligence strain, multiple wrongdoers, determining proportional contribution, complexities with joint or several liabilities, and retrospective liability. However, the uncertainty in establishing state liability to protect CID/M migrants under the no harm
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rule is slowly being wiped out with the advancement of science and technology to establish a causal link between carbon emission, global warming, and the adverse impact of climate change. Moreover, scholarly articles\(^{174}\) and groundbreaking judicial decisions like the judgment of the Urgenda Foundation v. Government of the Netherlands set forth new, innovative, wide, and flexible interpretations of the no harm rule to support the climate change liability claim.\(^{175}\)

5. Migration Law: Absence of Protection

Crossing international borders and gaining admission into a territory are imperative issues that closely connect with state sovereignty. Therefore, immigration-related rules and regulations mostly depend on domestic migration laws, which decide the eligibility criteria for migrants hoping to gain admission and permission to reside in that territory. These laws also determine the migrant’s legal status, duration of stay, employment rights, and other issues. Nevertheless, at the international level, to protect cross-border migrants’ rights, some legal instruments are adopted. For instance, the Migrant Workers Convention was adopted by the United Nation in 1990.\(^{176}\) The Convention recognizes an individual as a migrant if the person is involved in some remunerated activities in a foreign state irrespective of their legal status.\(^{177}\) This wider definition includes a climate-induced migrant who is involved in remunerated activities in a foreign state. However, the Convention did not provide any rights or protections to the migrant to cross the border.\(^{178}\) Similarly, the Migration for Employment Convention of 1949\(^{179}\) and the Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who are Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live of 1985\(^{180}\) also do not recognize migrants’ rights to cross the international borders.
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border or stay in other territories.\textsuperscript{181} All these legal instruments in reality address some fundamental human rights for migrants who are in a specific circumstance, and these circumstances do not include migrations due to climate factors. Also, all these legal instruments are ratified by very few states, which indicates a lack of political will to protect and recognize economic migrants’ human rights.\textsuperscript{182} International migration law does not provide adequate protection to the migrants from where climate migrants can invoke some support.

\textbf{B. Legal Gaps in Regional Legal Protection Mechanisms of South Asia}

Due to sociopolitical instability, internal conflicts, war, and environmental factors, South Asia as a region has historically witnessed considerable intraregional displacement and human movement.\textsuperscript{183} Historically, it is evident that countries in this region not only generate refugees, migrants, or displaced populations (like Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, Bangladesh) but also host them (like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal). The region witnessed the largest intraregional human displacement and population movement in 1947, during the time of the India-Pakistan Partition; in 1970, when the Soviet Union and Afghanistan War broke out; in 1971, when Bangladesh fought for its independence; and recently due to climate change.\textsuperscript{184} Though the region experienced huge human displacement and population movement over time, courtiers in South Asia have yet to develop any regional legal protection mechanisms for human displacement and population movement. In South Asia, the sole regional organization is the South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation (SAARC).\textsuperscript{185} Unfortunately, neither through SAARC nor bilaterally has an attempt been made by SAARC countries to extend legal protection to the displaced or migrant population.

However, SAARC, as a regional intergovernmental organization, adopted some declarations and action plans to address the climate change issues. Some examples are the Comprehensive Framework on
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Disaster Management 2006;\textsuperscript{186} the Dhaka Declaration 2008 and SAARC Action Plan on Climate Change 2009-11;\textsuperscript{187} and the Thimphu Statement on Climate Change 2010.\textsuperscript{188} In 2016, SAARC also established the SAARC Disaster Management Centre (SDMC) to provide policy advice and support related to capacity building. SDMC also adopted strategic roadmaps on disaster management issues. Though these documents invite countries to strengthen regional collaboration to address climate change problems, displacement and population movement are neither featured nor addressed in any of these documents. In the last SAARC summit (held in 2014, at Kathmandu), civil societies urged SAARC countries to adopt a SAARC Charter to provide CID/M with rights to free movement within the SAARC region.\textsuperscript{189} However, the 2014 Kathmandu Declaration addressed the “safety, security, and wellbeing of their migrant workers,”\textsuperscript{190} but issues related to CID/M remain absent due to lack of strong political will and financial resources.\textsuperscript{191}

It is worth noting that SAARC, as a regional organization, is politically and structurally weak. It has limited capacity to deal with the contentious issue. Under Article X of the SAARC Charter, it is set forth that “[d]ecisions at all levels shall be taken based on unanimity. Bilateral and contentious issues shall be excluded from the deliberations.”\textsuperscript{192} So far, refugees and climate-induced displacement remain contentious issues within SAARC countries. Therefore,
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references of these are entirely missing from all documents adopted from 1985 to date. Among SAARC countries, it is only Bangladesh and Maldives who are expressing firm footing to recognize and protect CID/M. The rest of the States so far remain silent.

However, cross-border CID/M is an unavoidable reality in the South Asia region. Therefore, to strengthen and deepen mutual negotiations and dialogue between countries on the issue of cross-border mass CID/M, it is urgently required to formulate regional treaties, policies, or mechanisms. Such a step is extremely vital to address the rights of the cross-border displaced or migrant population and to develop cooperative mechanisms for regional peace and security issues.

C. Legal Gaps in National Protection Mechanisms and Practices in the South Asian States

Though all South Asian countries are very active in the United Nations climate negotiation process and are duly executing their international legal obligations under different climate governance-related legal instruments, none of the states afford effective national-level legal protection to CID/M migrants. Many states in South Asia clearly acknowledge cross-border CID/M and its related threat to human rights, national and regional peace, and security issues in national-level policy documents. However, the national-level legal and policy responses toward cross-border CID/M are entirely missing. Equally, safeguards toward internal CID/M are significantly inadequate and at the embryonic stage.

Table 1 on the following pages briefly highlights the existing legal mechanisms and practices in South Asian states in the matter of cross-border CID/M.

Table 1 shows that in South Asian countries there are no specific laws that refer to or address cross-border CID/M. Contrary to the significance of CID/M, the Maldives, which is under the persistent threat of disappearance due to sea levels rising, also made no reference to CID/M in any of its legislation. However, the Disaster Management Act, 2012 of Bangladesh in section 2(11)(f) refers to loss and damage. Under the loss and damage section, displacement and migration can be considered. However, the Act 2012 made no direct reference to CID/M.
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Table 1. Existing Legal Mechanisms in South Asian States in the Matter of Cross-Border CID/M

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Legal Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>• No legislation that specifically addresses/refers to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The National Adaptation Programs of Action of 2009; the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Policy on Internally Displaced Persons, 2013 refers to internal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>displacement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Under Article 7 of the Afghanistan Constitution, migrants get human rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Migrants, in general, are regulated under the Citizenship Act, 1992, Presidential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decree 104 and 297.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>• The Disaster Management Act 2012 addresses displacement from a wider context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The National Adaptation Programs of Action of 2005 with an update in 2009;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bangladesh Climate Change Strategy and Action Plan of 2009; Seventh Five Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plan (2016-2020); Perspective Plan (2010-21) address internal displacement and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>migration from the perspective of adaptation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Articles 31 and 32 of the Bangladesh Constitution grant human rights protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to each and all persons irrespective of citizenship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Migrants and refugees, in general, are regulated under The Passport Act, 1920;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Registration of Foreigners Act, 1939; Foreigners Act of 1946; the Citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Order, 1972; The Extradition Act, 1974.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhutan</td>
<td>• No legislation that specifically addresses/refers to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No policies that specifically address/refer to CID/M. (For example, the Bhutan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Adaptation Plan of Action did not refer to CID/M.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Article 7 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Bhutan grants human rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>protection to all persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Migrants, in general, are regulated under the Citizenship Act of 1985; Immigration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td>Legislation and Policies on Climate Induced Displacement and Migration (CID/M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>- No legislation that specifically addresses/refers to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Kerala and Assam State Action Plans on Climate Change (SAPCCs); The National Disaster Management Plan (NDMP) refers to internal displacement and migration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Part III of the Indian Constitution grants human rights protection to all persons irrespective of citizenship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maldives</td>
<td>- No legislation that specifically addresses/refers to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National Adaptation Plan of Action; Climate Change Policy Framework (MCCPF) refers to climate refugees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Migrants, in general, are regulated under the Immigration Act, 2007; Crossing Border By Air Act 2019; Crossing Border By Sea Act 2019; Passport Regulation Act, 2017.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>- No legislation that specifically addresses/refers to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National Adaptation Programmes of Action; Climate Change Policy (2011) refers to internal climate-induced displacement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>- Pakistan Climate Change Act, 2017, did not refer to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- No policies that specifically address/refer to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Article 9 of the Pakistan Constitution grants protection to all persons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Migrants, in general, are regulated under the Pakistan Citizenship Act, 1951 and the Pakistan Citizenship Rules, 1952; The Naturalization Act 1926.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>- No legislation that specifically addresses/refers to CID/M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- National Adaptation Plan (2016-2025); Post Disaster Recovery Plan (May 2017) referred to internal displacement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Migrants, in general, are regulated under the Immigrants and Emigrants Act and Regulation 1956; Citizenship Act No. 18 of 1948.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In South Asia, Pakistan is the only country that has a specific law on climate change, named the *Climate Change Act, 2017*. Though the country is receiving cross-border CID/M, especially from Afghanistan, the Act did not refer to CID/M.  

Some countries refer to internal displacement in their policies (like Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Nepal, Maldives, and Sri Lanka), but reference to cross-border movement is entirely missing in these relevant policy frameworks. Countries that mention CID/M mostly refer to it from the perspective of adaptation strategies (like Afghanistan, Bangladesh) and condition rehabilitation and relocation of CID/M on the availability of financial and technical resources. Sri Lanka refers to internal displacement as a socioeconomic outcome due to the adverse impact of climate change. Human rights and protection measures for CID/M are also entirely missing in these countries’ legislative frameworks. The issue of cross-border CID/M has yet to be included in the mainstream legal and policy frameworks of South Asia. However, South Asian countries address cross-border CID/M through general immigration and citizenship laws instead of through laws specifically targeting CID/M. Considering the sovereignty and national security issues, states usually prefer to hold absolute and unrestricted power in the matter of granting citizenship, residence, or entry permits and in controlling the borders. Consequently, permission to cross the border requires strict compliance with immigration laws, and the state holds the absolute authority to prevent, refuse, or cancel the entry. In the matter of long-term or permanent stay, foreigners usually get permission under the economic category, family category, or humanitarian category. The immigration laws required for the economic, family, and humanitarian categories are usually very strict, and due to the lack of specific definition and legal status, in practice, CID/M has yet to be considered under a humanitarian ground.
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In some countries (Bangladesh, Bhutan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India), cross-border migrants or displaced populations may seek human rights protections under the fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution. India, through its judicial decisions, reinforces these protection measures toward foreigners and aliens. For example, in *Louis De Raedt v. Union of India*, the Indian Supreme Court was directed to secure life and personal liberty of each and all persons including foreigners and aliens under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution.\(^\text{201}\) In *Menaka Gandhi v. Union of India*, it was held that Article 21 of the Indian Constitution is broad and includes a number of rights like the right to live with dignity, right to livelihood, right to shelter, right to protection, and the right to social security.\(^\text{202}\) In *National Human Rights Commission v. State of Arunachal Pradesh*, the court held that the state is bound to provide protection to secure Article 21 and such protection shall be for every human, including foreigners.\(^\text{203}\) Under this judicial decision, CID/M in India might seek legal protection in the matter of right to life and personal liberty. However, in the *National Human Rights Commission v. State of Arunachal Pradesh* case the Indian Supreme Court also held that foreign nationals do not have any guaranteed fundamental right to receive Indian citizenship.\(^\text{204}\) Through this judicial decision, the Indian Government got absolute power to refuse citizenship or cancel residence of foreigners and to expel them at any time.

At the national level, cross-border CID/M is considered an issue of prominence. However, legislative responses and protection measures toward cross-border CID/M are inadequate in all South Asian countries, causing gross human right violations and increasing tension in regional peace and security.

**D. Barriers to Developing Protection Mechanisms for CID/M**

The existing legal and policy gaps at the international, regional, and national levels make it evident that though CID/M is a major concern, no nation-state has made it an obligation yet. Why have no mechanisms...
have been developed under each or any of these regimes to secure protection for CID/M migrants? What are the barriers hindering the development to frame protection mechanisms for CID/M migrants? Understanding those obstacles is necessary to initiate the framing of an effective protection mechanism.

Throughout the last decade, several options have been proposed to address the protection gaps of CID/M.205 Some options include adopting a new protocol or framework, setting a new definitional standard for CID/M, or expending the scope of an existing treaty/convention to include CID/M.206 However, none of these proposals were sustained at the negotiation table and the vacuum continues today. This legal vacuum is attributed to several decisive obstacles. From this Article’s aforesaid discussion, it can be contended that the international legal regime’s major obstacles are as follows:

1. Lack of an agreed definition on CID/M which can segregate CID/M from other categories of displacement and migration. Such lack of definition hinders not only the development of protection mechanisms but also the development of a dedicated institution focusing only on CID/M.

2. Narrow and limited scope of relevant international laws (like international human rights law, migration law, or laws related to statelessness) and lack of consensus to extend the scope of these laws. These barriers in international law have spillover effects at the national and regional levels.207

However, at the national level, the key barriers that came out from this chapter’s aforesaid discussion are

1. national security concerns and intent to hold absolute sovereign power;

2. the tendency to consider cross-border climate-induced populace movement as an issue of adaptation strategy instead of considering it a failure of adaptation, which eventually simplifies the issue and gives scope to sidestep a state’s accountability toward those vulnerable communities; and

3. the lack of financial and technical resources.
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Apart from these, the lack of strict liability under the climate regulatory regime also hinders the development of a protection mechanism for CID/M. “Under strict liability, an actor is liable for any harm he causes, even if he is not at fault.”\(^{208}\) Some argue that strict liability is derived from the principles of “responsibility and corrective justice.”\(^{209}\) Strict liability gives a legal basis to the victim for claiming compensation. The absence of strict liability in the climate regime paved the way for polluter countries to evade their causal responsibility toward climate migrants and displaced populations. And failure to establish such strict climate liability is due to the lack of a causal link between GHG emissions and climate-induced calamities that displaced the population (clear link of harm suffered by the plaintiff resulted from defendant’s action).\(^{210}\) There is also debate about the calculation of time which gives rise to the argument that establishing strict climate liability will be a retrospective rule.\(^{211}\) However, the argument is not rational because from 1990 to date, emitter countries have known that excessive GHG emissions cause climate change. With this in mind, they continue their high emission use. This has been the case for almost for three decades.\(^{212}\)

However, the primary barrier in the development of the protection mechanism for CID/M is the lack of political consensus and resistance from states at the global, regional, and national levels to create a new governing regime. Lack of political consensus stems from several decisive factors—like recognizing cross-border CID/M and developing protection measures for them. Conducting such actions will impose new obligations on states to welcome and assist a new category of the migrant and displaced population. States are reluctant to take this burden because the burden will be prolonged and will require an outlay of significant financial and technical resources.\(^{213}\) Polluter countries express such reluctance by taking the benefit of not having any strict
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liability. On the other hand, developing countries’ (like in South Asia) bases of reluctance are uncertain reception of states’ gains or insignificant economic incentives with prolonged liabilities and expenditures. All these problems ultimately discourage developing countries from taking an additional burden, as they have no historical responsibility for GHG emissions and are themselves perplexed with climate change and other socioeconomic problems like poverty, overpopulation, and land shortage. Moreover, eighty-five percent of the world’s displaced populations are currently hosted by developing countries.

The legacy of the governing regime of refugee law also has a spillover effect in this political unwillingness. Unless states sign the Refugee Convention of 1951, under customary international law it is hard to strictly enforce the customary principle of non-refoulement. The obligation to accept refugees is mostly exercised voluntarily. In the matter of cross-border CID/M, states also want to see it as a voluntary obligation. Also, the principle of non-refoulement has yet to apply to the mass population displacement triggered by natural calamities. Moreover, under the Refugee Convention of 1951, host states not only have a responsibility to receive refugees and secure a safe stay but they are also overburdened with the obligation to find a durable solution for the refugees in the third country or at the country of origin. This complex burden under the refugee laws discourages the development of a new legal protection framework for CID/M. Burdened countries might need to receive thousands or millions of migrants/displaced populations, and this number has alarmingly increased over the years.

Therefore, a clear, sustainable legal framework is needed as a tenable solution for cross-border CID/M. This solution can effectively overcome all aforesaid realities, and burdened countries can get support
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from the majority of the states. CID/M is a unique global challenge that needs to be discussed efficiently.

The Nanseen Initiative is a 2012, state-led consultative initiative that seeks to build consensus on cross-border CID/M.221 The goal of this initiative is to establish a consensus among states on “the protection agenda”222 of CID/M. The Nanseen Initiative’s protection agenda stands on the three pillars of (a) building international cooperation and solidarity, (b) developing standards for the treatment of CID/M, and (c) developing an operational response.223 Under the protection agenda, its phases are (1) preparedness before displacement, (2) displacement time assistance and protection, and (3) post displacement solution for the transition.224 However, the initiative is in a very preliminary stage and the process has no plan to develop new legal standards or laws. Nonetheless, it believes that building consensus through this process might result in new soft or hard laws.225

IV
REMEDIING THE EXISTING REGIONAL PROTECTION GAP IN SOUTH ASIA

Scant attention of international law, state actors’ lack of willingness, persistent denial of recognition, and restrictive attitude to protect CID/M are all roadblocks to conceiving an effective legal protection mechanism for cross-border CID/M.226 Considering the situation, the key question is what is the best pragmatic step toward eliminating the normative gap and securing protection for cross-border CID/M?

According to McAdam, the existing protection gap related to cross-border CID/M cannot be resolved by international law or by adopting an international treaty.227 Because climate change will affect each region differently, the result is different patterns of population movement and displacement.228 Therefore, it would be nearly impossible for a single global treaty to accommodate all the
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incompatible interests of original and host countries along with addressing diverse population movements under each region’s varied contexts. Moreover, there are difficulties in segregating cross-border CID/M as discussed in Part II. Even negotiation for such a global treaty would be extremely intricate\textsuperscript{229} as there is a lack of political will.\textsuperscript{230} Extending the scope of other international regulatory regimes that are developed to guard another category of people will not help either to address the special and diverse needs of CID/M.\textsuperscript{231} Considering all these reasons, for South Asia, a regional protection mechanism might provide a better platform than relying on international laws. However, in South Asia, as cross-border migration altogether remains a contentious issue due to the number of national-level barriers, adopting a nonbinding legal framework might be an effective opening step instead of directly pushing for a legally binding regional agreement.

The benefit of a nonbinding legal framework is that it can accommodate flexibility while determining state obligations and standards of actions. It can also lead toward the adoption of a legally binding treaty by establishing \textit{opinio juris} through state practice,\textsuperscript{232} or it can be a supportive and guiding tool to help state actors in dealing with cross-border CID/M.\textsuperscript{233} It can also be a viable option to address specific, particular attuned needs of South Asia, its countries, and CID/M.\textsuperscript{234} Considering all these, this section will explore a potential regional protection framework for the cross-border CID/M in South Asia.

\textbf{A. Framing a Potential Protection Framework: Key Issues to Consider}

The nonbinding legal framework needs to be crafted cautiously with ample empirical understanding and foresight\textsuperscript{235} to avoid the adoption of an oversimplified and vague legal framework, which cannot be translated practically or adapted to make a real difference while being
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implemented. Caution also needs to be taken while architecting state obligation to avoid imposing inequitable, irrational, or impractical obligations on the state. The flexibility and discretion of states while complying with obligations also need to balance so that flexibility and discretion cannot make cross-border CID/M sufficiently unprotected. Therefore, while architecting rational normative frameworks it is important to understand—specifically in the category of cross-border CID/M—the patterns of movement and displacement, outline the current and future needs of people who already cross the border due to climate change, comprehend the patterns of human rights violations in different stages of migration or displacement journeys, and analyze the threat and growing tension to regional peace and security related with cross-border CID/M. While drafting the normative frameworks, it is also important to recognize that some people may not be able to move due to poverty and other social factors (these can be referred to as trapped populations). Attention must be paid to this group when designing a legal framework.

In the normative protection framework, the key actors will be the country of origin and the host country. The participation of the international community is also essential here. Therefore, while crafting a nonbinding legal framework for South Asia it is important to give much attention to a number of critical factors like the following:

- in existing global, regional, and national laws there is a clear gap in recognizing, protecting, and facilitating resettlement of cross-border CID/M;
- “responsibility to protect” cannot be applied here. Historically, South Asian states have had no contribution to the global climate change problem. Rather, they are most vulnerable due to the adverse impacts of climate change. Therefore, a responsibility-based normative framework will not be a viable option here;
- South Asian states have limited capacity to assist or protect cross-border CID/M and to grant permanent protection to them, as countries are overburdened with multiple complex socioeconomic and climate change-related problems; and
- it is also particularly important to keep in mind the coexistence of two converse facts: the cross-border CID/M phenomenon and the dearth of political will to protect them.

These aforementioned key factors also give rise to a number of indispensable questions that need to be answered critically if we truly want to capture the majority of South Asian states’ consensus to open
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the border for cross-border CID/M and to implement the framework effectively. Here the key critical questions are as follows:

- What would be the possible nature of the protection framework? Will it be solely rights-based or will it accommodate other factors?
- Considering the limited capacity of the South Asian countries for cross-border CID/M, what would be the degree of protection?
- How to capture the state’s consensus to adopt and implement the nonbinding legal framework? In other words, how to make a country agree to act under the framework?

To protect the rights of cross-border CID/M, there is strong advocacy to adopt a rights-based approach, as the approach upholds humanitarian and human rights discourses. To move and live with dignity, it is undoubtedly essential to protect cross-border CID/M rights through a human-rights-centric manner. According to the Inter-Agency Standing Committee, the aim of the protection mechanism should “[e]ncompass[] all activities aimed at obtaining full respect for the rights of the individual in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the relevant bodies of law (i.e. HR law, IHL, refugee law).”

However, the rights-based approach calls for actions from a wider perspective of morality and ethics, rather than asserting it from a technical and legal sense. Moral or ethical grounds alone fail to persuade receiving states to renounce partial sovereign rights to open the border and to take extra burdens by granting protection to the cross-border CID/M. Therefore, moral and ethical grounds under a rights-based approach need to trade off with some firm technical and legal grounds that can induce states to agree to act. This eventually triggers the third question.

The security-based approach can help in this regard. Cross-border CID/M triggers potential threats in internal, transborder, or regional peace and security. Massive illegal migration may result in internal instability; exacerbate human, drug, or arms trafficking; increase piracy
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or terrorism; or contribute to the security threats in other ways. According to Benoît Mayer, a state’s willingness to avoid all these peace and security threats can be a driving force or reason to induce a state to act in the matter of cross-border CID/M. Therefore, while framing the nonbinding protection framework, human rights, humanitarian concerns, and fairness need to integrate and reconcile with peace and security incentives in an utmost realistic and comprehensible way. This can convince South Asian states to adopt and implement the agreed-upon norms. Through cooperation, burden sharing, and capacity-related support, greater incentives should also be granted to host states so that they do not feel overburdened and can act efficiently to protect cross-border CID/M.

However, the integration of a rights-based approach in the protection framework triggers the second complex issue related to the degree of protection and the limited capacity of host states. According to refugee law, the term protection includes the adoption and implementation of all activities that are needed to secure refugees’ rights. Such actions mostly encompass assistance efforts such as admission into the country of destination, protection against expulsion (application of non-refoulement), nondiscrimination, accessing basic human rights in host countries to lead a dignified life, and most importantly, finding a durable solution through the return into the country of origin, reintegration in the host country, or resettlement in the third country. Scholars suggest adopting an inclusive interpretation of the term protection to cover diverse patterns of climate-induced migration and displacement and to accommodate different needs based on varied vulnerabilities. However, according to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the duty to protect the refugee/displaced population primarily rests upon the host country. International protection is complementary to the protection afforded by a host country.

According to Sadruddin A. Khan, “International protection can only function as a supplement to the protection arising from the internal
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institutions of the host country.\textsuperscript{248} Undoubtedly it is a huge responsibility and prolonged burden for a host state that has limited resources and capacity and is already perplexed with other socioeconomic problems. Therefore, considering the resource and capacity constraints, in framing the protection framework it is also critically necessary to decide up to what extent would South Asian states be obliged to grant protections. Will it be temporary protection until the displaced population gets a durable solution elsewhere, or more about permanent settlement?

Considering the socioeconomic context, resource constraints, and the land crisis of South Asian states, it would not be rational or justified to oblige the host state to grant permanent protection and settlement within its territory. Furthermore, South Asian states have zero contribution to the global climate change problem. Therefore, temporary protection status until the displaced population gets a durable solution elsewhere might be a more viable option here. Typically, under humanitarian and human rights grounds, such temporary protection status is given with \textit{ad hoc} basis assistance.\textsuperscript{249} Such an approach has already been adopted in many national laws (like in the \textit{United States Immigration and Nationality Act} (1952), \textit{Finland Aliens Act} (2004), \textit{Sweden Aliens Act} (2005)) to grant protection toward disaster-induced, cross-border displaced persons.\textsuperscript{250} A similar approach was also adopted in the \textit{European Union Directive 2011/95/EU}\textsuperscript{251} for the cross-border displaced population who needs protection.

Compared to permanent protection status, temporary protection status is undeniably weaker, as it does not provide, first and foremost, strict duty on the state to protect the displaced population. As such, many scholars consider it as an insufficient measure, and as incapable
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of providing a sustainable solution.\textsuperscript{252} However, instead of living with the protection gaps and until inventing a sustainable option, adoption of such temporary protection status can be an adequate option,\textsuperscript{253} and provides a good opening for cross-border CID/M migrants to get admission and humanitarian assistance in the host state and to find a durable solution. Such a flexible approach gives leeway to the host state to determine the admission and protection issues on a case-by-case basis, and such discretion may induce South Asian states to open their borders. It is worth noting that the aforementioned legislation usually grants temporary protection status for sudden onset events to deal with mass influx. However, to protect cross-border CID/M migrants, temporary protection status should be granted for slow onset events as well.

Regarding a durable solution for cross-border CID/M migrants, a return to the country of origin in many cases will not be an option if the land becomes permanently uninhabitable. Reintegration in the host country would be difficult in South Asia, as all states are overpopulated and have an acute land crisis.\textsuperscript{254} Therefore, resettlement in a third country can be an option for a durable solution and lobbying with the third country should not be considered solely as the duty of a host state. The country of origin should also actively cooperate to persuade this. While framing the nonbinding protection framework for South Asia, provisions for support and funding from the international community (more specifically from developed countries) should also be adequately integrated, because climate change is a human-caused phenomenon resultant from excessive GHG emissions by developed countries.\textsuperscript{255} With zero contribution to this problem, developing and least-developing countries unfairly bear climate change burdens, along with other socioeconomic problems. It is also clear that developing countries (including those in South Asia) cannot cope with a large influx of cross-border CID/M migrants.\textsuperscript{256} Therefore, considering the converse
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connection between contributions and impacts, the major GHG-emitting countries should bear a share of the burden to protect the rights of the CID/M migrants, considering the principles of equity, justice, fairness, cooperation, and common but differentiated responsibility, and to comply with the obligation under the climate- and human-rights regulatory regime. To share the burden with major emitter countries, the principle of common but differentiated responsibility can play a significant role, as it is one of the key guiding principles of the UNFCCC. This key principle can assist in architecting how the burden-sharing process should be articulated. For example, how will major emitter countries assist the cross-border CID/M migrants? By receiving them, by providing technical or financial assistance, or by adopting any other means?

Being the sole regional institute, SAARC can be the possible implementing agency of this nonbinding protection framework. However, as mentioned in the previous chapter, SAARC has already adopted some of the declarations related to climate change. Adoption of a protection framework would be an important forward step to address the vulnerability of the CID/M migrants and to secure their rights. It is also vital to develop multiagency strategies in the protection framework to complement and support each other.

Therefore, besides SAARC and state actors, organizations like UNFCCC, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the International Organization for Migration (IOM), the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), United Nations Women, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), and other civil societies’ involvement should be integrated to build multi-stakeholder partnerships so that they can come forward to facilitate the implementation of the framework. Since the key focus of the protection framework should be to guard the needs and rights of the cross-border
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CID/M, the distribution of well-defined institutional responsibilities is also vital and should be guided by the principle of human rights. While shaping responsibility for SAARC, state actors, and other organizations, it is also essential to determine boundaries of acceptable conduct and set limits for exercising discretion and flexibility, so that human-rights-focused responses measure can be effectively implemented.

CONCLUSION

The preceding discussion made it evident that—though cross-border CID/M is a dreadful phenomenon in South Asia—substantial normative gaps and denial of protection at an international, regional, and national level cause gross human right violations, increase humanitarian crises, heighten tension in regional peace and security, and persistently increase the risk of violent conflict. The normative gaps and denials of acknowledging obligations of protection for the cross border CID/M is the by-product of definitional shortcomings; categorical complexity; conceptual disagreement; the narrow scope of relevant international laws; lack of political will to recognize CID/M and to create a new governing regime; lack of strict liability in climate governing regimes; considering cross-border CID/M as an issue of adaptation strategy instead of failure of adaptation; the inclination to hold absolute sovereign power within the territory; restrictive attitudes toward protecting CID/M migrants; the spilling effect of refugee-governing regimes; the complex regimes; the lack of financial and technical resources; other socioeconomic problems of South Asian states; and so on.

But it is also undeniable that due to the hardest hit of climate change in South Asia, cross-border CID/M is a reality and state actors cannot deny, avoid, or sidestep this dire crisis. If the habitual home becomes uninhabitable and the right to life comes under existential threats with no alternative quality options, to save their lives, people are obliged to move.

Therefore, considering all barriers and challenges, along with the note that at the international level little hope is left to adopt a protection mechanism for cross-border CID/M, the Article suggests adopting a
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nonbinding legal framework in South Asia. Though adoption of a nonbinding legal framework with temporary protection status might not be as strong as a strict legally binding permanent protection measure, it can be a pragmatic opening step toward eliminating the normative gaps for cross-border CID/M in South Asia.

However, larger participation and consensus of South Asian states to act under the legal framework to protect cross-border CID/M migrants depends entirely on how well the framework will be articulated realistically with a fine balance among adequacy and degree of human rights-based protection measure; integration of security-based approach within the rights-based approach; incorporation of flexibility and greater incentive for host states; distribution of balanced and feasible obligation among the host state, state of origin and developed countries to find a durable solution; integration of support and cooperation from an external source and international community; determining boundaries of acceptable conduct; and setting limits of exercising discretion and flexibility. SAARC can take the lead in implementing the framework along with the support of other international and intergovernmental institutions. The normative frameworks should also set forth specific mechanisms for populations who got trapped due to poverty and other social factors.

To conduct this colossal work, South Asian state heads can also consider conducting comprehensive research work before framing the protection framework or before starting regional negotiations to assess, analyze, and understand each aforementioned issue. In this whole process, it is necessary to bear in mind that cross-border CID/M is not a mechanism for adjustment, but the last resort of survival which needs to be governed intensely with the tools of human rights, equity, justice, and fairness. The urgency to protect cross-border CID/M migrants is fierce and we must now agree to act with collective endeavor and integrity.